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Clues to the functions of mammalian sleep
Jerome M. Siegel1
The functions of mammalian sleep remain unclear. Most theories suggest a role for non-rapid eye movement
(NREM) sleep in energy conservation and in nervous system recuperation. Theories of REM sleep have
suggested a role for this state in periodic brain activation during sleep, in localized recuperative processes and
in emotional regulation. Across mammals, the amount and nature of sleep are correlated with age, body size
and ecological variables, such as whether the animals live in a terrestrial or an aquatic environment, their diet
and the safety of their sleeping site. Sleep may be an efficient time for the completion of a number of
functions, but variations in sleep expression indicate that these functions may differ across species.
Saying that it is desirable to be well rested and that the body seeks lost
sleep with a vigour comparable to or greater than that displayed for
food or sex does not answer the question of the functional role of sleep.
Why do we spend one-third of our lives asleep? Why has our body
evolved to press us relentlessly to make up for lost sleep? Can we separate the drive for sleep, manifested in sleepiness, from the function of
sleep, as we can separate hunger from the benefits of food consumption? Why do so many species habitually sleep much more than
humans, and others much less, and how do species that sleep for only
short periods accomplish the functions of sleep in less time? Why does
the daily sleep amount decrease from birth to maturity in all species of
terrestrial mammals? And why do we have two kinds of sleep, rapid
eye movement (REM) and non-REM (NREM) sleep?
Sleep can be defined as a state of immobility with greatly reduced
responsiveness, which can be distinguished from coma or anaesthesia
by its rapid reversibility. An additional defining characteristic of sleep
is that when it is prevented, the body tries to recover the lost amount.
The existence of sleep ‘rebound’ after deprivation1 demonstrates that
sleep is not simply a period of reduced activity or alertness regulated
by circadian or ultradian rhythms, a phenomenon that can be seen
even in non-sleeping organisms2–4.
The amplitude of the changes in brain metabolism and neuronal
activity that occurs during sleep exceeds those which occur during
most waking periods5–7. The argument that sleep serves a vital function is compelling. Sleep deprivation in rodents and flies can cause
death more quickly than food deprivation8. Nevertheless, we must not
assume that the effects of sleep loss are independent of the deprivation
technique used or that sleep loss has equally dire effects in all animals9,10.
In this review we will consider the vast knowledge that has been
gained about the physiological nature of sleep and sleep-control mechanisms, evidence from sleep-deprivation studies and the distribution
of sleep across species in the context of theories of sleep function.
These data support theories that suggest that sleep saves energy, keeps
species from being active at inopportune times and reverses wakinginduced changes in brain function. The evidence suggests distinct roles
for REM and NREM sleep. It is also clear that sleep expression is
adapted to ecological factors and may differ qualitatively across species.

Sleep-controlling brain regions in mammals
Neurophysiological studies have provided considerable information
about the mechanisms controlling sleep states. These data can guide
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Figure 1 | Distribution of some key sleep-regulating neuronal populations
plotted on a sagittal section of a rat brain97. Circles indicate ‘REM sleep off ’
neurons; purple represents serotonergic neurons (located on the midline),
orange represents adrenergic or noradrenergic neurons, blue represents
histaminergic neurons, red represents hypocretinergic (orexinergic)
neurons. Squares indicate ‘sleep on’ neurons. The green star indicates ‘REM
sleep on’ neurons. The area shaded in grey is both necessary and sufficient
for REM sleep generation. The area shaded in yellow is both necessary and
sufficient for NREM sleep generation. In the intact animal both REM sleep
and NREM sleep involve interactions between brainstem and forebrain
structures. Vlpo, ventrolateral preoptic area; Mpo, median preoptic.

theories of sleep functions. Detailed reviews of the physiological control of sleep are available elsewhere11, but for the purposes of the current review, several aspects will be highlighted.
NREM sleep phenomena can be generated by the isolated forebrain12–14. Groups of sleep-active neurons have been discovered in
the preoptic and basal forebrain regions (Fig. 1). These cells are maximally active during NREM sleep, and when stimulated will induce
this state. Conversely, damage to these regions greatly reduces sleep.
These neurons act through direct and indirect inhibitory projections
to aminergic, cholinergic and hypocretinergic (also called orexinergic) neurons in the forebrain and brainstem. These and other neuronal groups maintain waking. The preoptic and anterior
hypothalamic regions, within which most of these sleep-active neurons are embedded, have central roles in controlling the body and
brain’s temperature15. Many sleep-active neurons are thermosensitive; when studied in tissue slices and in the intact brain they increase
their activity at higher temperatures12. Heating of the preoptic
regions increases NREM sleep.
REM sleep phenomena can be generated by the isolated brainstem,
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Figure 2 | Sleep time in mammals. a, Carnivores are shown in dark red; b, herbivores are in green and c, omnivores in grey. Sleep times in carnivores,
omnivores and herbivores differ significantly (P0.0002, F test, d.f. 2,68), with carnivore sleep amounts significantly greater than those of herbivores
(P0.001, t-test, d.f. 24, 22). Sleep amount is an inverse function of body mass over all terrestrial mammals (black line). This function accounts for
approximately 25% of the interspecies variance (d) in reported sleep amounts (regression of log weight against sleep amount, R0.5, P0.0001, n71).
Herbivores are responsible for this relation because body mass and sleep time were significantly and inversely correlated in herbivores (R0.77, P0.001,
d.f. 24), but were not in carnivores (R0.28, d.f. 24) or omnivores (R0.25, d.f. 25).
It is not easy to quantify sleep parameters throughout the animal kingdom and as a result all desired parameters are rarely measured. For example, arousal
thresholds are rarely systematically measured as part of a phylogenetic sleep study. Evidence for homeostatic regulation of sleep (sleep rebound) is seldom
sought. Most species have not been implanted with electrodes for monitoring muscle tone and other variables. Instead, estimates are often based on visual
observations, with the observer forced to intuit the differences between quiet waking and sleep. Other factors such as temperature, light cycle, food and noise
conditions, which all affect sleep, have often not been controlled for. The age and health of the animals observed can vary, particularly depending on whether
observations are made on animals in the wild or in the zoo. Often, observations of only one or two individuals are the source of the reported sleep amount of
a given species. In animals observed in the wild, the weight of the subject is often not known, and in many cases the typical adult body weight, brain weight
and other anatomical and physiological parameters cannot be or have not been precisely determined. Despite these sources of noise, significant relationships
between weight, sleep time and diet are apparent. Source data for this figure were mainly from ref. 25.

specifically by the pons and adjacent midbrain14. This region contains
a subgroup of neurons that are maximally active during REM sleep.
These ‘REM sleep on’ cells cause a complete loss of muscle tone in the
postural muscles during REM sleep by triggering simultaneous inhibition of and withdrawal of excitation to motoneurons. They also have
a crucial role in the regulation of REM sleep itself. When these neurons
are activated, which can be accomplished by microinjecting acetylcholine agonists into specific regions of the pons, prolonged REM
sleep periods are elicited16. Damage to these neurons greatly diminishes or prevents REM sleep for long periods14. Although the ther-

mosensitivity of the REM sleep on cell populations has not been characterized, it has been shown that cooling of the isolated brainstem produces a marked increase in REM sleep amount17, just as heating of the
forebrain produces a marked increase in NREM sleep12. This suggests
that, in the intact animal, brainstem mechanisms triggering REM sleep
may be facilitated by brainstem cooling or correlated metabolic
changes.
The effects of localized temperature changes in brainstem and forebrain regions on sleep should not be confused with the effects of environmental temperature. Sleep is reduced at temperatures outside the
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thermoneutral zone, and REM sleep amounts are maximal at the
upper levels within this zone15.

Neuronal activity across the sleep cycle
With the important exception of the comparatively small populations
of sleep-active and REM sleep-active neurons described above, and
other small groups of ‘REM sleep off ’ neurons to be considered below,
most brainstem neurons are maximally active during waking with
movement and during REM sleep and are minimally active during
NREM sleep14. In neocortical neurons, the decrease in activity during
NREM sleep compared with active waking is smaller than that seen in
the brainstem, but the neuronal activity pattern differs greatly from the
REM sleep and waking pattern. The asynchronous activity of adjacent
neocortical neurons in both REM sleep and waking changes to a
rhythmic discharge, synchronized across large regions of the neocortex. This causes a summation of excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials, resulting in the high-voltage 2–12-Hz neocortical waves
that are seen by electroencephalogram (EEG)18. These activity patterns
are linked to maximal metabolic activity during waking and REM
sleep, and minimal metabolic activity during NREM sleep in both the
neocortex and the brainstem6,7.
If cortical and subcortical neuronal activity is similar during waking and REM sleep, why are these states so different? The differences
between these two states, including the difference in muscle tone19 and
the different levels of awareness of the environment, can presumably
be attributed to the small number of neurons whose activity differs
between these two states. Two groups of cells whose activity differs
between waking and REM sleep are the REM on cells, discussed above,
and the REM sleep off cells. The latter cells, which contain noradrenaline, epinephrine, serotonin, histamine or hypocretin, are continuously active during waking. They all have decreased activity during
NREM sleep (this decrease is particularly marked for hypocretin cells,
which may also be silent during quiet waking) and cease discharge
during REM sleep14,20–23. Recent work suggests that the cessation of histamine neuron activity is linked to the loss of consciousness in sleep,
whereas the cessation of noradrenaline neuron activity is linked to
muscle tone suppression during sleep24.

Sleep studies in terrestrial mammals
To evaluate theories of REM and NREM sleep function, one must
consider how sleep amounts differ across species. Daily sleep
amounts vary substantially from mammal to mammal. Some animals, such as bats and opossums, sleep for 18–20 hours a day (Fig. 2).
Others, such as the elephant and giraffe, sleep for as little as 3–4 hours
a day. One might expect species in each mammalian order to have a
similar sleep pattern because of their genetic, behavioural and
anatomical similarities. This is not the case. Differences in order do
not simply explain differences in sleep amounts25. Primates as a group
do not have sleep characteristics that distinguish them from
Rodentia, Insectivora or other orders. Humans, in particular, do not
seem to have amounts or aspects of REM sleep or NREM sleep that
distinguish them from other species, although they do have less sleep
(more waking) than most omnivores (Fig. 2).
A species’ customary diet is correlated with sleep time. Daily sleep
amounts are highest in carnivores, lower in omnivores and lowest in
herbivores. Sleep time is inversely correlated with body mass in herbivores. This correlation is responsible for a significant overall correlation between body mass and sleep time in all mammals studied so
far25; however, sleep time and body mass are not significantly correlated in carnivores or omnivores when they are evaluated separately
(Fig. 2).
Another aspect of sleep strongly linked to body mass and brain size
is the duration of the sleep cycle, that is, the average time taken to cycle
from NREM sleep onset, through REM sleep, to waking. Small animals
have shorter sleep cycles, and cycle times range from about 8 minutes
in the short-tailed shrew (Blarina brevicauda) to 1.8 hours in the Asiatic elephant (Elephas maximus)25. The reason for this robust correla1266

tion is not known. Possible explanations include the inverse correlation of metabolic rate with body mass and brain mass, the thermal
inertia of the brain and body, the time required for diffusion of substances through the brain parenchyma or the time required to complete a particular anabolic or catabolic biochemical task.
Most studies of mammalian sleep have been performed on placental (eutherian) or marsupial mammals. The third subclass of mammals
is the monotremes, found in Australia and New Guinea. These egglaying mammals have more genetic and physiological similarities to
reptiles and birds than do other mammals and are thought to possess
characteristics of the common mammalian ancestor26. Although an
initial study of the echidna suggested that monotremes do not have
REM sleep27, further observations indicated that they have an unusual
form of this state. Both the echidna and platypus show evidence of
brainstem activation during sleep, with the platypus displaying intense
rapid eye, limb and bill movements periodically during sleep. However, the low-voltage neocortical EEG typically seen in eutherian and
marsupial mammals during REM sleep is not consistently present during sleep in either the echidna or platypus during these activities28,29.
Thus, these ‘primitive’ mammals seem to have a form of REM sleep
that is mainly localized to the brainstem.

Sleep in marine mammals
All terrestrial mammals show relatively high-voltage neocortical EEG
activity bilaterally during NREM sleep. By contrast, cetaceans (whales
and dolphins) almost never have high-voltage slow waves in both
hemispheres at the same time (Fig. 3; refs 30, 31). Manatees
(Trichechus inunguis, a member of the order Sirenia) also have unihemispheric slow waves32. In all marine mammals studied to date, the
eye contralateral to the brain hemisphere with slow waves is almost
always closed while the other eye is almost always open. There have
been no published reports documenting REM sleep in cetaceans, making them the only studied mammals in which this state has not been
observed.
The bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), when not floating or
resting on the bottom, generally swims in a single direction (usually
counterclockwise) even as the hemisphere with slow waves alternates.
Some smaller cetacean species are rarely, if ever, immobile. They move
and avoid obstacles 24 hours a day from birth until death, even during
unihemispheric slow-wave activity. These animals may never exhibit
the immobility that we use in terrestrial mammals to define the state
of sleep33.
Slow (high-voltage 1–4-Hz) waves and spindle (high-voltage 8–12
Hz) waves are not by themselves conclusive evidence for sleep as
defined at the beginning of this review. They have been linked to sleep
because they generally accompany the behavioural signs of sleep in
terrestrial mammals. However, even in terrestrial mammals, certain
drugs can induce bilateral high-voltage EEG activity in individuals that
are clearly awake34. Moreover, high-voltage neocortical activity is not
a required indicator of sleep; a NREM sleep state with low-voltage neocortical activity has been documented in rodents35. REM sleep is characterized by a low-voltage EEG, indistinguishable from that of waking
in many animals.
Studies of arousal threshold have not been performed on cetaceans
across putative sleep–wake cycles. Only one study has looked for sleep
rebound after EEG slow waves were prevented by disturbing cetaceans.
Although some evidence for rebound was seen, the response was
highly variable, with some animals showing little or no recovery of lost
slow waves. The amount of slow waves after deprivation bore no consistent relation to the amount of slow-wave activity that had been lost36.
Neuronal recording studies in terrestrial mammals suggest that the
axial movements occurring in cetaceans during both normal swimming and swimming with unihemispheric slow waves are accompanied by activation of large regions of the brainstem reticular formation.
This is quite different from the great reduction in brainstem reticular
activity that characterizes NREM sleep in terrestrial mammals14,37.
Cetaceans deftly avoid obstacles during this constant motion, sug-
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suppression of sleep behaviour also allows the neonate to swim with
and be protected by its mother during development. Unlike the terrestrial environment, there are few warm, safe places to sleep in the
ocean. As the animal gains mass and blubber and approaches adult
size, adult-like ‘sleep’ or rest behaviour, including periods of immobility, emerges.
Equally striking is the near absence of typical sleep behaviour in the
mother during the postpartum period. Both mother and calf go without substantial amounts of immobility and the eye closure linked to
unihemispheric slow waves, for periods that greatly exceed those of
sleep deprivation that are reported to kill rats8. Moreover, neither the
mother nor the calf shows any rebound increase in the amount of sleep
behaviour after this period.
The suppression of sleep behaviour seen in cetaceans after birth is
analogous to a reduction in sleep that has been seen during the migration season in one bird species studied, the white crowned sparrow.
This sleep reduction was accompanied by high levels of alertness and
was not followed by sleep rebound. It has been argued that this phenomenon may be similar to mania seen in humans, which is also
accompanied by a major reduction in sleep40.

Rat
Right EEG
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Figure 3 | Unihemispheric slow waves in cetaceans. Top, photos of
immature beluga, adult dolphin and section of adult dolphin brain.
Electroencephalogram (EEG) of adult cetaceans, represented here by the
beluga, during sleep are shown. All species of cetacean so far recorded have
unihemispheric slow waves30,31,98–100. Top traces show left and right EEG
activity. The spectral plots show 1–3-Hz power in the two hemispheres over
a 12-hour period. The pattern in the cetaceans contrasts with the bilateral
pattern of slow waves seen under normal conditions in all terrestrial
mammals, represented here by the rat (bottom traces). The brain
photograph is from the University of Wisconsin, Michigan State, and the
National Museum of Health Comparative Mammalian Brain Collections.

gesting accurate bilateral processing of sensory information.
If sensory and motor systems do not show typical sleep inactivation, if behavioural and sleep rebound evidence for sleep debt is weak,
do cetaceans sleep as conventionally defined? Certainly further work
is necessary to determine which, if any, neurochemical and neurophysiological aspects of sleep, other than unilateral neocortical slow
waves and eye closure, are preserved in cetaceans and might constitute
the ‘essence’ of sleep. Alternatively, we may need to revise our assumption that sleep is fundamentally similar in cetaceans and terrestrial
mammals and focus on how cetaceans can dispense with some of the
most readily detectable aspects of sleep.
Postpartum sleep behaviour in cetaceans
Further evidence for the unique properties of ‘sleep’ in cetaceans is the
near absence of sleep behaviour in neonates and a postpartum reduction in sleep behaviour in their mothers38. All terrestrial mammals
have minimal activity and maximal total sleep and REM sleep
amounts at birth, with sleep gradually decreasing and activity gradually increasing to adult levels as the animals grow to maturity39. This is
not the pattern in cetaceans. We have found that killer whales (Orcinus
orca) and dolphins have minimal amounts of sleep behaviour (that is,
immobility or eye closure) at birth, with sleep behaviour slowly
increasing to adult levels over a period of months. This minimal
amount of sleep behaviour occurs during the period of most rapid
growth of the body and brain for the newborn, during a period of
bonding to the mother and learning how to nurse, find food, avoid
predators and swim efficiently.
We have hypothesized that the continuous activity of cetaceans has
adaptive value in allowing the neonate, which is much less insulated by
body fat than the adult, to thermoregulate in cold ocean water. The

Fur seals
Fur seals and other otariids (seals with external ear flaps) exhibit
another difference from the sleep of terrestrial mammals. When in the
water, fur seals show a pattern of unihemispheric slow waves similar to
that of cetaceans. However, fur seal sleep, unlike that of cetaceans, is
accompanied by striking motor asymmetries. The flipper contralateral
to the hemisphere with slow waves is immobile, the flipper contralateral to the hemisphere with low-voltage activity paddles to maintain
the animal’s position, and the whisker contralateral to the hemisphere
with low-voltage activity is used to monitor the seal’s position in the
water. When slow-wave activity shifts to the opposite side, so do the
motor asymmetries. When in the water, the fur seal has an extremely
small amount of REM sleep, and may go without any REM sleep for a
week or two. Surprisingly, when the fur seal moves onto land after
spending weeks in the water, a change in its sleep structure occurs
immediately. Unihemispheric slow waves largely disappear, and bilateral NREM and REM sleep are present, similar in amount and form to
those of comparably sized land mammals. A remarkable feature of the
transition from water to land is that fur seals immediately adopt their
land sleep amounts without any evidence of REM sleep rebound,
despite the absence or near absence of REM sleep while in the water41.

Theories of NREM sleep function
There is no shortage of theories to explain the functions of REM and
NREM sleep. Recent reviews have critically evaluated many of these
theories8,15,42,43. There are several themes that can be seen in some of
these theories and for which the data reviewed above provide support,
and other theories that are inconsistent with these data. In general,
most theories have assumed that sleep serves the same function in all
animals, although most data supporting such theories have been
derived from observations limited to just a few species of terrestrial
mammal.
Neocortical maintenance
A recurrent theme in theories of sleep function is that sleep time is
determined by neuronal activity in the neocortex. Although neocortical EEG changes are the most easily observed electrical correlate of
sleep because they are recordable from scalp electrodes in humans and
from electrodes placed on the surface of the cortex in other animals,
sleep produces large changes in the rates and patterns of neuronal
activity in nearly all brain regions, not just in the neocortex. Cortical
EEG phenomena are controlled by and reflect activity in thalamic,
hypothalamic and brainstem reticular regions. The cellular activity
changes underlying the changes in neocortical EEG include calcium
fluxes into and hyperpolarization of neocortical and thalamic neurons
that are synchronized in large populations, producing high-voltage
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brain waves18,44. However, neocortical size does not correlate positively
with sleep amount. Both total brain weight and encephalization correlate poorly and negatively with total NREM and REM sleep
amounts25. The elephant, which has the largest neocortex of any terrestrial mammal, has one of the smallest amounts of sleep. Conversely,
the rat and the platypus, which have smooth cortices with small total
neocortical volumes, have extremely large amounts of sleep, with the
platypus having more REM sleep than any other animal studied so far
(Fig. 4; ref. 29).
Although neocortical size does not seem to be a major determinant
of either NREM or REM sleep amounts, recent work has indicated that
neocortical activity during sleep may be altered by prior waking activity. Some such changes dissipate with continued waking44–46, suggesting that localized recuperative processes may take place during either
waking or sleep in systems projecting to, or within, the neocortex.
Effects of sleep deprivation
Sleep restriction leads to a feeling of sleepiness and, depending on the
nature of the sleep lost, to increases in the amplitude of the brain-wave
signals that characterize NREM sleep and the amplitudes and frequencies of the eye movements and twitches that characterize REM
sleep, when sleep is allowed47,48. Sleep loss causes intrusions of sleep
into waking that can displace behaviours that have obvious survival
value. The fact that sleep debt can be accumulated suggests that sleep
serves important functions that require some portion of the missed
sleep amount to be made up. Although motivated humans can overcome sleepiness for short periods, they cannot perform at high levels
for sustained periods49,50.
The signs of long-term sleep deprivation, including skin lesions,
hyperthermia followed by hypothermia, increased food intake and
death, that have been noted in the rat, the subject whose response has
been most thoroughly investigated, do not occur in the rat or cat even
with total, long-term decortication51, consistent with the lack of a positive correlation between cortical size and sleep time noted above.
Many of these signs of sleep loss can be seen after hypothalamic damage and concomitant abnormal functioning of the endocrine and
immune systems52.
Energy conservation
Sleep may be adaptive because it conserves energy and suppresses
behaviour across portions of the 24-hour day, just as hibernation does
across certain seasons53. Large herbivores may have evolved reduced
sleep amounts because they are more vulnerable to predators than
small herbivores54. A second hypothesis is that these grazing animals
may need to spend more time awake in order to eat because of the low
calorific density of their food. A complementary hypothesis is that
small herbivores and other mammals may need to maximize sleep
amounts to conserve energy because their relatively high ratio of surface area to body mass makes it costly to maintain their body temperature. Retreating to a warm, protected nest may minimize this cost. A
striking feature of sleep in animals with small daily sleep amounts,
1268

Figure 4 | Size of the neocortex does not
correlate positively with daily sleep amount.
Sleep amount is not proportional to the relative
size of the cerebral cortex or to the degree of
encephalization, as illustrated by these two
examples. Brain photographs are from the
University of Wisconsin, Michigan State, and the
National Museum of Health Comparative
Mammalian Brain Collections.

such as many herbivores, is that sleep depth, as judged by EEG and
sensory response threshold, seems to be less than that in animals
requiring more sleep. In other words, animals with low sleep amounts
do not seem to ‘make up’ for low sleep quantity by sleeping more
‘deeply’. This contrasts with the raised arousal thresholds and increased
amplitudes of low-frequency brain-wave activity shown in individual
animals after sleep deprivation55,56.
Energy conservation may be particularly important in newborns.
Their high ratio of surface area to body mass makes the energy conservation achieved by sleep highly adaptive. Furthermore, animals that
are immature at birth benefit from the sleep-induced reduction in
exposure to danger. When body size increases and sensory-motor systems mature, young animals derive greater benefits from waking activities, consistent with the developmental decrease in sleep time.
Body mass, metabolism and sleep control
One of the best-established relationships in mammalian biology is the
inverse link between body mass and mass-specific metabolic rate.
Small animals have high metabolic rates; large animals have low metabolic rates. Brain metabolic rate is correlated with body metabolic
rate57. Elevated metabolism is linked to a number of biochemical
changes, several of which have been linked to sleep control.
Sleep time may be related to defence against oxidative stress, particularly in, but not limited to, herbivores. A high metabolic rate results
in the generation of high levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) by
mitochondria. This ROS generation has been linked to ageing, producing a wrinkled, arthritic, demented mouse by two years of age,
whereas larger animals such as humans do not experience such effects
of ageing until they are 70–80 years old. Previous studies challenging
the phylogenetic relationship between sleep time and metabolic rate
have used the partial correlation statistical approach. This statistical
procedure is confounded when used with highly correlated variables
such as metabolic rate and body mass.
We and others have shown that sleep deprivation in the rat is
accompanied by increased oxidative stress and evidence of membrane
disruption in the hippocampus, subcortical brain regions and peripheral tissues58–60. There were no such changes in the neocortex59,61. An
interesting aspect of our findings was that the most marked changes
occurred in a brain region with the highest rate of protein synthesis,
and presumably with one of the highest rates of ROS generation, the
supraoptic nucleus of the hypothalamus58. We also saw changes in the
brainstem, hippocampus and hypothalamus as a whole59. We hypothesize that, all other things being equal, higher metabolic rates in the
brain require longer periods of sleep to interrupt ROS-induced damage to brain cells, facilitate the synthesis and activities of molecules that
protect brain cells from oxidative stress, allow sufficient time for the
repair or replacement of essential cellular components in neurons and
glia62 and deal with other biochemical consequences of waking metabolic activity. This would account for an inverse relationship between
body mass and sleep time.
One may hypothesize that the ‘ratio’ of the energy conservation
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benefit of sleep to the waking metabolic-activity-derived need for sleep
for brain recuperation varies across species. Carnivores and omnivores, which tend to have more sleep than predicted on the basis of
body mass alone, may make more use of the energy-conservation
aspects of sleep because their generally safe sleep places63 and ability to
eat meals with high calorific density may make continuous activity
unnecessary. In such a situation, reproductive fitness might best be
served by energy conservation, which would reduce the need for hunting, aid nurturing of the young and speed development. This additional sleep time would obscure any underlying sleep requirement that
is linked to metabolic rate.
Protein synthesis in the brain is increased during slow-wave sleep64.
Recent work suggests another role for sleep. New neurons are generated in adult animals in the olfactory bulb, the subventricular zone
lining the lateral ventricles, and in the subgranular cell layer of the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus, in a process that produces functional
neurons in 3–4 weeks. This neurogenesis is facilitated by exercise and
blocked by stress. Short-term (2–3-day) total sleep deprivation, even
when other forms of stress are controlled for, also blocks subsequent
proliferation of cells in the dentate gyrus65. Thus, sleep may have a general role in allowing or facilitating neurogenesis.
Several substances whose activities or levels may vary with overall
metabolic activity in the brain have been proposed to have roles in
sleep control or function. One hypothesis was that brain glycogen is
depleted during waking and restored during sleep66,67; however, subsequent work showed that this effect did not occur in all strains of
mice, suggesting that this could not be a general regulatory mechanism
or function of sleep68. Cytokines such as interleukin-1 have been implicated in sleep control69. Other substances, including adenosine,
prostaglandin D2, a muramyl dipeptide, delta sleep inducing peptide,
corticostatin, growth-hormone-releasing hormone, oxidized glutathione, uridine, tumour necrosis factor-alpha, oleamide, cortistatin,
cholecystokinin, insulin, nitric oxide69 and neuropeptide S70, have significant effects on sleep. The relative importance of each of these ‘sleep
factors’, the pathways by which they interact with each other and the
way in which they might act on sleep-triggering mechanisms remain
to be more fully elucidated.

Theories of REM sleep function
REM sleep, the state in which our most vivid dreams occur, has
inspired a multitude of functional theories. The identification of the
‘dream state’ as a periodic physiological process during sleep71 has
encouraged the addition of physiological and psychological theories
to the more mystical theories of the ancients.
REM sleep is ‘paradoxical’ in the sense that although an animal in
REM sleep is behaviourally asleep, brain metabolic and neuronal activity are high, respiration and heart rate are variable, rapid eye movements and twitches of the extremities occur and males frequently
develop erections72. These phenomena and the vivid dreams that
humans report upon awakening from REM sleep have made the function of this state particularly mysterious and intriguing. Although
behavioural immobility and reduced overall body metabolic rate relative to active waking are maintained, why has this state evolved when
continued NREM sleep, with its reduction in brain metabolic activity,
would seem to be more efficient at achieving the recuperative and
energy-saving effects of sleep?
Memory consolidation
The idea that either REM or NREM sleep is ‘absolutely required’ for
memory consolidation has received much attention recently. I and
others have reviewed this issue elsewhere and concluded that this is
unlikely to be the case. Certainly disturbed sleep is not conducive to
concentration and learning, but an essential role for sleep in memory
consolidation remains unproven43,73,74.
REM sleep and development
REM sleep amount is positively correlated with total sleep amount and

negatively correlated with body weight. However, if one statistically
controls for body weight or brain weight, REM sleep amount is most
strongly correlated with immaturity at birth25. Altricial mammals,
those that are immature at birth, tend to have more REM sleep than
mammals that are mature at birth, or precocial. This tendency is
marked in the neonatal period. But perhaps more remarkable is that
altricial animals continue to have more REM sleep as adults. The platypus has 8 hours of REM sleep per day as an adult and the neonate cannot thermoregulate, locomote, acquire food or defend itself at birth
and lives attached to its mother. The ferret, likewise, is immature at
birth, and the adult has over 6 hours of REM sleep per day. By contrast,
the guinea pig has only 1 hour of REM sleep per day as an adult75. The
guinea pig is born with teeth, claws, fur and open eyes; it thermoregulates at birth, locomotes within an hour of birth and eats solid food
within a day of birth. Similarly, the sheep and giraffe are relatively
mature at birth and have little REM sleep (less than 1 hour per day) at
maturity25.
Although the nature of sleep states early in the development of the
rat differs from adult patterns, the brainstem mechanisms generating
REM sleep are present at birth76,77. The extremely high levels of REM
sleep seen at birth, followed by a slow decrease to adult levels seen in
many terrestrial mammals, must be an important clue to its function.
This time course, combined with the observation that neuronal activity levels are high during REM sleep, led to the hypothesis that this
sleep state is involved in the development of the brain. Wiesel and
Hubel discovered that reducing light input into one eye for a period of
several days in neonates led to a reduction in the number of cells in the
visual system receiving input from that eye. This reduction persisted
into adulthood, long after normal visual input had been restored.
Monocular light deprivation during the ‘critical’ neonatal period also
caused a reduction in the thickness of the lateral geniculate layers
innervated by the closed eye. Others subsequently found that when
animals were also REM sleep deprived during the critical period of
susceptibility, this shrinkage was accelerated78. This finding indicates
that the activity of the visual system known to occur in REM sleep
normally compensates for any asymmetrical, abnormal or absent
input, preventing processes that prune away unused connections during development. One can imagine that REM sleep serves this function for other sensory systems and perhaps for motor systems as well,
given the intense central motor activation that occurs during this state
(whose peripheral expression is blocked by the inhibition of motoneurons)14,19. As long as the extended NREM sleep of neonates is interrupted by the increased neuronal activity of REM sleep, neuronal
development proceeds according to genetic programmes79.

REM sleep in adults
If we accept that the large amount of REM sleep early in life serves to
maintain or establish brain connections during crucial periods of
development, what is the function of this state later in life? One idea
that has been proposed repeatedly is that REM sleep stimulates the
adult brain during sleep to reverse the effects of NREM sleep on immediately subsequent waking behaviour. Animals typically awaken spontaneously from REM sleep80. Animals that are awakened from NREM
sleep have poor sensory-motor function compared with those awakened from REM sleep81. Awakening in a more alert state would convey
a substantial selective advantage.
In humans, the duration of REM sleep episodes progressively
increases throughout the sleep period and is maximal at the expected
time of awakening. The initial REM sleep period of the night may last
only 5–10 minutes, whereas the last REM sleep period may last more
than 25 minutes. The intensity of REM sleep, as measured by the density of eye movements and twitches, the prevalence of erections in
males and the vividness of dream reports also increases as the night
progresses. REM sleep amounts are maximal near the nadir of the
brain and core body temperature cycles. And temperature in several
brain regions increases during REM sleep82,83, even though the regulation of body temperature is largely suppressed during REM sleep15.
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One would not expect an increase in duration and intensity of REM
sleep across the sleep period if REM sleep intensity were linked to one
or more aspects of the previous waking episode. If a strong relationship with previous waking existed, one would expect to see maximal
REM sleep intensity and duration in the early part of the night, alternating with NREM sleep, which is most intense at this time. When
ambient temperature is outside the thermoneutral range, REM sleep is
suppressed more strongly than is NREM sleep15, suggesting that the
preservation of NREM sleep is of higher priority than that of REM
sleep.
The absence or very small amounts of REM sleep in marine mammals displaying unihemispheric sleep with brainstem-regulated motor
activity supports the hypothesis that the stimulation of brainstem-activating systems is an important function of REM sleep. In these
animals, the presence of continuous motor activity would be expected
to maintain a high level of metabolic activity in brainstem structures
24 hours a day, eliminating any need for REM sleep activation of these
systems. Similarly, the manifestation of REM sleep in monotremes as
a largely brainstem state, without marked neocortical activation, suggests that REM sleep may have evolved as a state of brainstem activation, with cortical stimulation functions added later in evolution. The
cold-induced increase in REM sleep amount in the isolated brainstem17, the increased REM sleep amount at the minimum of the circadian brain and body temperature cycles and the increase in the
temperatures of brain regions during REM sleep82,83 are consistent with
this brainstem-activation hypothesis.
Surprisingly, in humans, one can increase the amount of REM sleep
and percentage of total sleep time devoted to this state simply by
extending sleep time. Furthermore, this increased REM sleep time
does not seem to produce a homeostatic reduction in REM sleep time
during the subsequent night42,84. Although anxiety can decrease the
amount of REM sleep85, acute stress can greatly increase REM sleep
time in the rat, despite the absence of sleep loss during the previous
stress86, suggesting that under some conditions REM sleep ‘rebound’
may be related to the emotional or autonomic concomitants of the
REM sleep-deprivation procedure rather than the loss of REM sleep
itself.
The proposed functions of REM sleep in adults are consistent with
the lack of any easily detectable cognitive or physiological symptoms
in humans in whom REM sleep has been suppressed for months or
years by monoamine oxidase inhibitors or brain lesions43. One might
hypothesize that these individuals would be less alert upon waking, a
change that would have minimal survival implications in most contemporary humans but might have significant effects upon reproductive success in other animals.
Regulation of monoaminergic systems
The linked cessation of activity in noradrenaline, serotonin, histamine
and hypocretin cells that occurs during normal REM sleep, and to a
lesser extent during NREM sleep, suggests another possible function
for sleep. Sleep may resensitize these REM off or sleep off transmitter
systems, which are tonically active during waking, by increasing the
quantities and activities of their synthetic enzymes, transporter mechanisms and receptors87,88. Three studies favour a role for REM sleep in
the maintenance of central noradrenergic receptors, whereas one study
questions this role. If this hypothesis were valid, it seems clear that the
nature of such resensitization would be specific for particular receptor
types and brain regions89–92.
REM sleep deprivation has antidepressive effects. It may be that a
normal function of REM sleep is to dampen activity and emotional
expression42,93 by causing the changes in monoaminergic systems proposed above. These systems are well known to be involved in emotional regulation, and most antidepressive medications act through
effects on monoaminergic systems and suppress REM sleep.
REM sleep deprivation causes an acceleration of body heat loss during subsequent waking in the rat94,95. REM sleep itself is a state in which
thermoregulation is attenuated96, suggesting that recuperative changes
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in thermoregulatory control mechanisms may occur during REM
sleep periods, perhaps through the maintenance, repair or sensitization of peripheral monoaminergic control mechanisms, in much the
same way that an improvement in the central functioning of these systems has been proposed to take place during REM sleep. The unique
thermoregulatory challenges faced by cetaceans may also be a factor
in the apparent absence of significant amounts of REM sleep in this
order. Although a high level of heat generation is vital to maintaining
their body temperature, sea temperature varies little over the 24-hour
day, making the ‘recalibration’ proposed for thermoregulatory systems
during their relative suspension in REM sleep less necessary8.

Future directions
Sleep probably has multiple functions for the brain and body. An
important task will be the identification of which of the hypothesized
functions may only be achieved during sleep, and which may be executed during both waking and sleep, with sleep being a more efficient
time for their accomplishment. It also remains to be determined
which, if any, of the proposed functions are universal across mammalian species and across the lifespan, and which may be limited to
particular species or phases of development.
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